$30 Billion
Cost spent managing operations and information

$44 Billion by 2022
Visual

Collaborative

Data Management
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Google

Microsoft Excel

Monday.com

Google Drive
STARTUP BATTLEFIELD 2020 Runner-Up

$1M+ TTM Revenue

¬ 90 mins Daily Active Use
¬ > 1000 Daily Activities
¬ ~$50M Budget Managed
The Team

Vincent Lam
Co-founder and CEO
- 3x founder, MBA
- Google Earth Team Lead
- 20 years in Technology and Management

Sean Huang
Co-founder and Head of BD
- 2x founder
- Cross-border experience
- 10 years in enterprise sales and development

Advisors

Sky Yu
Financial Advisor,
Celtic House Asia VC Partner

Mark Williams
Sales Advisor
ex-Elastic Path VP

Geoff Dittrich
Legal Advisor
INK LLP